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In pursuance of the  national  programme  on  high  resolution  seabed  mapping  and  natural resource 

evaluation in EEZ of India and beyond, this survey programme was taken up  by M&CSD, Geological Survey of 

India, Cochin with two main objectives: i) study of morphology of the continental slope and abyssal plain falling in 

the EEZ of India off Lakshadweep and ii) identification of geomorphic features of the sea floor for locating Mn 

micronodules  and  Fe-Mn  encrustations.  The  study  area  is  in  close  proximity  to  the  eastern  flank  of aseismic  

Chagos-Laccadive  Ridge. Multibeam swath bathymetry data were recorded covering area between 2901 and 4670m 

water depth. Simultaneously single beam bathymetric data and  sub-bottom  profile  also  recorded  during  the  survey 

along with  Gravimetric  data  recorded  along  NS  trending parallel lines. 

Based on multibeam swath bathymetric maps two distinct seafloor topographic domains are demarcated in 

the surveyed area (Figure 1).  Towards the western part (Domain-A) seafloor is deeper and smooth without any major 

features except a few isolated small conical sea mounds.  Towards the eastern part (Domain-B) (Figure 2) seafloor is 

much shallower and show horst and graben structure developed by km-scale prominent faults trending N-S, NE-SW 

and NW-SE.  In  the  Domain-A  sub-bottom profile  recorded  gas  dome  structures  in  many  locations.  Small sea 

mounds like features in this domain are interpreted as mud volcanoes, because their sub-surface continuity in the form 

of gas dome structures strongly supports this inference.  Gas dome structures and mud volcanoes indicate gas  charged  

sediments  in  this  area  and  also  provide  a  clue  about  the  possible  occurrence  of  gas hydrates.  Since  sediment  

sampling  could  not  be  undertaken  the  authors  failed  to  interpret  the seafloor topography favouring in terms of 

Mn nodules growth. Mud volcano-like features at the sea floor surface and gas dome structure at the sub surface are 

identified from the sub-bottom profiles of eastern part of the survey area. They indicate occurrence of gas charged 

sediments and also provide clue about possible occurrence of gas hydrates or oil. 

Gravimetric data recorded for entire area covered by multibeam swath bathymetry survey and  free  air  

gravity  anomaly  map  is  prepared.  The collected data was reduced to the base established at the Mangalore port, 

India. The free air gravity anomaly values of the area range from -66  mGal  to  -1  mGal  and  its  anomaly  contours  

show  a  general  north-  south  trend  with  the maximum  value  observed  at  the  south-west  part  of  the  surveyed  

area.  Two distinctive gravity domains can be observed in the free air gravity anomaly contour map of the surveyed 

area. In the western  flank,   the  contours  are  very  gentle,  devoid  of  any  prominent  closures  whereas  in  the 

eastern part, the contours are very undulating in nature and many closures aligned in the north-south direction  can  be  

observed  in  this  area.  A ridge like feature, flanked by high negative anomaly trending in the north-south is observed 

in the eastern part of the surveyed area. In general, the free air gravity contour map of the survey area follows the 

general structural trend of the study area. 



 
Figure 1: Multibeam swath bathymetric map of the surveyed area, West of Lakshadweep Islands SR-005 

 

Figure 2: Multibem bathymetric 3D map of the Domain B of the survey area show the structural features and 
sea mounts. 

 
Figure-3: Sub-bottom acoustic profiles show suspected gas dome structures. 

 
Figure-4: Free-air Gravity Anomaly Map, of the area surveyed off Lakshadweep Islands, Arabian Sea 


